Nuclear Cardiology Review: A Self-Assessment Tool
Employing a question and answer style format, Nuclear Cardiology Review prepares you for the certification exam of Nuclear Cardiology. Nuclear Cardiology Review has over 200 questions covering nuclear imaging basic sciences, maintenance of safety and quality, study interpretation and appropriately applying test results for accurately diagnosing and managing patients. Other sections include physics, artifacts, prognostic data, anomalies, and non-coronary testing. Test questions are annotated with discussion on image interpretation and technical aspects that may lead to image artifacts. Features 200 questions and answers that duplicate the breakdown of the CBNC test Questions on noncoronary use of SPECT Procedural planning questions to test your knowledge Prepared by respected Cleveland Clinic staff Plus, you have access to a free companion website with questions and answers so you have access anytime, anywhere.
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Customer Reviews

"This is a good review of the field of nuclear cardiology. It is probably most useful for practitioners who have some knowledge of the field, including trainees with some knowledge of the field, but less useful for trainees who are just being initially exposed to it. Overall, it is a very useful review." Bennett S. Greenspan, MD, MS (Medical College of Georgia) Doody’s Reviews (March, 2013) Weighted Numerical Score: 97 - 5 Stars!

This book is very useful in highlighting some of the facts which were overlooked during the nuclear
board review course. I encountered many questions from the book during the board exam. I used the kindle version of the book. There are two disadvantages I would like to point out. 1) Choices for multiple choice questions are assigned numbers such as 1, 2, 3, and 4. But answers are given in letters A, B, C or D. It is not a major issue 2) Answers are given at the end of the chapter. It is quite frustrating to go back and forth between the questions and answers in the kindle. I request authors to pay attention to this and place the answers next to the individual question. I was able to overcome this situation by using two devices at the same time.

Although this a question book, the explanations are very detailed and can be used as a primary text. I am radiology trained and therefore found the book more skewed towards a cardiologists perspective (which I liked). The book is VERY heavy on techniques, indications, and pharmacology regarding performing stress tests.

Passed the CBNC exam 2014. Used ASNC video lectures, Heller’s book for few chapters and Jaber’s books. I found Jaber very useful in reviewing and understanding many concepts. Recommended!

I am a cardiology fellowship program director. I strongly recommend this book as a review for the nuclear boards. But please remember to study all of the nuclear guidelines also.

Difficult to skip back and forth, to highlight this book on Kindle. Content is great and relatively simple to follow.

This book has very small number of questions. Its questions are below average to average. Out of 200, maybe 40-50 questions are decent, others are too easy and do not challenge you at all. I think the biggest turn off after reading it is the price you paid. Its a book worth 30-35 dollars. If they can increase the questions then it may be worth buying for that price. If one needs question on imaging then nuclear cardiology by vitola is better and if one needs to read physics then book by ramesh chandra is excellent. This book is only for those who have nothing else left to read and need some questions to practice. (although questions are very average as I mentioned)

Wished if the CD had additional questions or material to review. Overall nice review of the subject.
Nothing special here with a number of editing errors. It is an average review that is simple to read and does have reasonable images.
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